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Fingerprint Quality Assessment With Multiple Segmentation

Z. Yao, J-M. LeBars, C. Charrier and C. Rosenberger
Univeriste de Caen Basse Normandie; ENSICAEN, Caen, Calvados, France 14000

Abstract—Image quality is an important factor to automated fingerprint identification systems (AFIS) because the matching performance could be significantly affected by poor quality samples. Most of the existing studies mainly focused on calculating a quality index represented by either a single feature or a combination of multiple features, and some others achieve this purpose with learning approaches which may depend on a prior-knowledge of matching performance. In this paper, a general framework for estimating fingerprint image quality is proposed by fusing features in segmentation phase. The quality index is indicated by a ratio of the pixel number of the integrated foreground area to the size (pixel number) of the fingerprint image. The potential advantage of this framework is that it could be improved by integrating other segmentation approaches or quality features rather than fusing them in a more complicated manner. The experiment is performed with several fingerprint datasets created via different sensors. Experimental results obtained from a dual evaluation approach demonstrate the validity of the proposed method in improving the overall performance.

I. INTRODUCTION

Fingerprint quality assessment (FQA) works as a toll-gate to ensure that poor quality samples could be rejected before sending them to next stage. This is very important to guarantee the performance of a biometric system [1], especially during the enrollment session. Therefore, this problem attracted attentions from both academic and industrial area, and a lot of studies had been made. Prior studies in estimating fingerprint quality could be classified into several categories:

1) Assessment approaches that rely on segmentation tasks, which could be either implemented by dividing the foreground area into several classes [2], [3], [4] or carried out via an approximation of the informative regions by using minutiae template only [5].

2) Quality indexes represented by a single feature [4], [6] which could be indicated by either the feature itself or an observed regularity of the employed feature [7].

3) Solutions carried out by using multi-feature fusion which could be achieved via a linear fusion or classification and both of them might involve in a prior-knowledge of matching performance [8], [9].

In addition, studies proposed in recent years have made attempt by learning [10] a multi-layer neural network. The quality feature in [10] is also indicated by a regularity of a histogram obtained from the best-matching unit assigned to fingerprint block. Likewise, the quality index is also involved in a classification that relies on a prior-knowledge of genuine matching scores.

According to the literature above, one can note that approaches based on categorizing fingerprint image areas or an image feature are easily affected by the change of image specification. On the other hand, assessing fingerprint quality with weighted or linear fusion is limited by employed coefficients, while the performance of quality metrics based on regression or classification are largely dependent on the involved regression approaches or classifiers, and the accuracy of the employed prior-knowledge. Therefore, it is still a challenge to achieve a common good quality metric for images captured by multi-sensor, even the resolutions of them are quite close to each other. Because of this, one can neither claim that metrics based on multi-feature fusion is able to make the assessment more robust nor deduce that it is not easy to apply a single feature to images collected with various sensors.

In this case, this study proposes a new quality assessment framework based upon trimming foreground pixels of bad quality image as much as possible. Therefore, instead of using solutions presented above, this study made effort in generating a quality metric with multiple coarse segmentation. This framework is almost a two-step (or more) work which firstly performs one coarse segmentation to the fingerprint image and followed by another segmentation-like operation for a further pixel-removing. Finally, each of the segmentation results is simply used as a feature, which makes fusing features in segmentation phase possible.

The following of the paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the proposed framework in detail. Section III gives the description of an auxiliary operation of the employed metric evaluation approach. In section IV, the experimental results figured out via the given evaluation approach are presented in detail. Section V concludes the paper.

II. QUALITY ASSESSMENT FRAMEWORK

As the specialty of the biometric application, fingerprint quality is not only image distortion determination. The purpose of the FQA is to guarantee the reliability of the feature extracted from the image and hence benefits the matching performance. In this case, segmentation is initially a choice to determine the useful and reliable area of the ridge-valley pattern, which somehow indicates fingerprint’s availability in a quantitative manner [5]. Existing studies of fingerprint segmentation also involves in pure feature-based approaches and solutions with learning algorithm [11], [12], [13]. The feature-based approaches is affected by image specification and some learning-based approaches rely on large size training set and may not be appropriate to quality assessment applications. Note that segmentation is not equivalent to quality assessment in this case. In addition, prior studies in segmentation-based quality assessment mostly focus on determining foreground...
block number in terms of one (or more) specific feature(s) or assigning a goodness value to a block [14], [2]. In this case, the quality assessment framework proposed in this study considers to perform segmentation-based operations in multi-task. This is able to ignore the coefficients problem required by fusion-based methods and takes the advantage of the segmentation approaches based on a single feature. Furthermore, this is not relevant to any prior-knowledge such as matching scores. The selected segmentation criteria are common schemes and each of them acts as a module which is possibly to be replaced and improved.

A. Feature given by Morphology Segmentation

The first step of the proposed framework is to obtain a measure fingerprint foreground area as we have just mentioned before. To do this, a coarse segmentation is adopted in this study, which is achieved via morphological processing of images. Such a processing mainly consists of two tasks: dilation and erosion. Fingerprint image is composed by parallel run ridge-valley pattern with relatively stable frequency. With this property, it is able to connect the edges formed by the ridge-valley pattern (Cf. figure 1).

Fig. 1: Example of segmentation with morphology operation.

Four images in figure 1 illustrate a morphology processing of a fingerprint image with several iterations, where image 1(a) is the original fingerprint pattern, 1(b) is the image after erosion processing(s), 1(c) is the enhanced version of image 1(b), and 1(d) is the segmented mask. In this study, we use the approach in [15] to perform the first coarse segmentation. The first feature for indicating fingerprint quality is hence a pixel ratio of the foreground area to the entire image.

B. Pixel-pruning based on Coherence

In this task, we propose a pixel-pruning approach by using an existing segmentation criterion namely coherence [16]. The coherence is initially applied onto directional field estimation of fingerprint images and has been used as one of the features [16] for classification-based fingerprint segmentation approaches. The feature is to indicate the uniformity of the foreground gradients. In our experiments, we found that this feature is sensitive to the variation of the ridge-valley direction in a local area. Because of this, in this study, we customize an approach by using this feature to extensively remove foreground pixels in a local region where the directional information of the ridge-valley pattern changes abruptly.

The definition of the coherence is given by gradient measures of pixel intensity. In a local window $W$, it is defined by

$$
C_{oh} = \frac{\sqrt{(G_{xx} - G_{yy})^2 + 4G_{xy}^2}}{G_{xx} + G_{yy}}
$$

where $G_{xx} = \sum W G_{x}^2$, $G_{yy} = \sum W G_{y}^2$, $G_{xy} = \sum W G_{x}G_{y}$ and $(G_{x}, G_{y})$ is the local gradient.

Figure 2 illustrates an example of the pixel-pruning result of a fingerprint image.

(a) Original (b) Coherence (c) Mask

Fig. 2: Example of segmentation with Coherence.

In figure 2, image 2(b) is the coherence image calculated from the original fingerprint illustrate by 2(a), while image 2(c) is the segmentation mask obtained by using our pixel-pruning method which is carried out via a thresholding operation to the coherence image.

In our study, the coherence image is first normalized into $[0,1]$, and then divided into non-overlapped blocks which is followed by thresholding operations with a baseline value of 0.5. The block size is 16 in this study, and both the block size and threshold value are all empirical values in our study. Finally, the quality feature is also a ratio of the light pixels number to the pixel number of the entire image.

C. Metric Generation

The proposed framework of fingerprint quality assessment is essentially implemented by fusing two (or more) features in the segmentation phase, i.e., the binary images of mask obtained in the segmentation step and pixel-pruning session would be combined together. Considering score-based fusion in biometrics [17], one can observe that there are several ways to achieve fusion task such as ‘min’ and ‘max’ rules. In the proposed framework, we simply use the logical ‘and’ rule to fuse two binary mask images, which is actually equivalent to fusing two features (obtained by two steps) in terms of the ‘add’ rule.
An example of such a fusion is given in figure 3.

![Fig. 3: Example of segmentation with Coherence](image)

In figure 3, one can note that the morphology approach is to coarsely generate an entire foreground area, where the pixel-pruning approach is used for removing pixels in terms of the mean value of coherence in block-wise. The pruning task is particularly effective for bad quality images that contain some abrupt changes of the direction of the ridge-valley flow. The validation of the proposed approach is given by an evaluation approach, see section III.

### III. Evaluation

The evaluation approach adopted in this study is based on the Enrollment Selection (ES) [18]. The ES measures a quality metric via a statistically computed global EER value, indicating the contribution of the quality metric in the degradation of the overall error rate.

![Fig. 4: Illustration of the disadvantage of using image center.](image)

This section gives a description of an auxiliary means of the employed evaluation approach, which relies on the no-image minutiae selection (NIMS) [19]. The NIMS is an operation to reduce the size of minutiae template in terms of a desired number of minutiae points [19]. In this study, we use a selection criterion namely Vertex (abbr. as Vert) to remove minutiae. This criterion depends on the convex hull (polygon) of the minutiae template. The selection index is simply the distance between each vertex (Vert) minutia and the centroid of the convex hull of the minutiae template. First, the distance is simply calculated between each vertex and the centroid (pink star) of the polygon. The centroid of the polygon is used simply because the quality of an image is unknown and it is not appropriate to use the image center for some samples with only light translation of the foreground (even if the quality is not bad) (Cf. figure 4).

In figure 4, one can observe that some minutiae are relatively far from the image center (marked by cross ring) and removing these minutiae can lead to low genuine matching if the translation of another template is tiny or relatively smaller. For this measurement, with iteration operations, the vertices are pruned according to the largest value of the distances one by one. The desired number of selected minutiae ranges from 30 to 60 increased by 2.

In this part, we firstly use the quality metrics calculating the quality value of each original sample, and then perform minutiae selection obtaining the reduced template and their matching scores. This operation generates 11 new datasets, where the template size of each dataset is fixed. After that, the ES operation is performed to each of the reduced dataset, detailed as:

1. The first sample of each individual is chosen as the enrollment to calculate a global EER for the original dataset. This global EER is denoted as 'NoSel'.
2. The ES operation is performed to each reduced dataset by using quality values of the original dataset. This operation hence computed another group of 11 global EER values for each reduced dataset. These values are able to measure the effect of quality to the NIMS. The effect is hence indicated by the difference between 'NoSel' and these 11 global EERs.
3. The ES is also performed to each reduced dataset by using the utility of the original database. This is to obtain a set of reference global EERs, for outlier is an unavoidable problem for the quality metrics.

Finally, a quality metric is validated via a comparison between 'NoSel' and global EERs obtained by step 2.

### IV. Experimental Result

The experiment given in this section includes two parts based on the Enrollment Selection (ES) [18]. At first, the simple ES associated to the proposed quality metric (denoted as MSEG hereinafter) and a reference metric (NFIQ) is performed with the original dataset. Second, the ES with the quality metrics is carried out via the auxiliary NIMS approach. The experiments employs several fingerprint databases and two different matching algorithms in this study. Details about employed software and datasets are given below. The MSEG is validated on five fingerprint datasets of the and two datasets re-organized from the CASIA database.

#### A. Software

In the experiment, we use two sets of software to calculate intra-class and inter-class matching scores for validating the MSEG. One set is the OpenSource NBIS software [20] and another is a commercial fingerprint SDK. The NBIS software consists of several modules, where the MINDTCT is an extractor generating INCITS 378-2004 standard minutiae template, and the Bozorth3 is used for calculating matching
scores. The commercial SDK has 6 options of the existing minutiae template standards [21]. In the experiment, the minutiae templates of the ISO/IEC 19794-2:2005 standard have been extracted. A matcher implemented with the SDK is also employed to compute another group of matching scores, which enables validating the proposed MSEG within variant matching circumstances, i.e. an interoperable analysis is achieved.

B. Database et Protocol

In the experiment, we use several different datasets to perform the evaluation of the MSEG. First, five of Fingerprint Verification Competition (FVC) [22] database (Set A) are adopted, including FVC2000DB2, FVC2002DB2, and three of FVC2004 datasets. Second, we also generate two re-organized datasets from the CASIA FP-Test V1 database. Each of the FVC datasets includes 100 individuals and 8 samples per individual, 800 images in total. The CASIA database contains fingerprint images of 4 fingers of each hand of 500 subjects, where each finger has 5 samples. In this study, we create the two re-organized databases by using samples of the second finger of each hand, and they are respectively denoted as CASL2 and CASR2. Therefore, each sub-database has 2500 images of 500 individual (5 samples per individual).

The detail of each dataset is given in table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DB</th>
<th>Sensor</th>
<th>Dim.</th>
<th>Resolution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>04DB1A</td>
<td>Low-cost Capacitive</td>
<td>236 x 364</td>
<td>500dpi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02DB2A</td>
<td>Optical</td>
<td>296 x 560</td>
<td>560dpi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04DB1A</td>
<td>Optical</td>
<td>640 x 480</td>
<td>500dpi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04DB2A</td>
<td>Optical</td>
<td>328 x 364</td>
<td>500dpi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04DB3A</td>
<td>Thermal</td>
<td>360 x 480</td>
<td>512dpi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CASL</td>
<td>Optical</td>
<td>328 x 356</td>
<td>512dpi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CASR</td>
<td>Optical</td>
<td>328 x 356</td>
<td>512dpi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The image size of each dataset is different from one another and the resolution is over 500dpi. A glance of the datasets are given by several samples in figure 5.

C. Results

The experiment results are indicated by a set of global EER values and their 95% confidence interval (CI) obtained from each dataset by substituting the associated utility and quality values to the ES, respectively. The results obtained from FVC datasets and CASIA dataset are given separately, for the quality of these two classes are quite different.

Figure 6 plots the global EERs of the FVC datasets, where fig. 6 (a) is the result calculated from the NBIS matching scores and fig. 6 (b) shows the result obtained by using the matching scores of the SDK.

In fig. 6 (a), when NBIS matcher is involved, MSEG (red plot) respectively generates 16.54% and 14.05% on 04DB1 and 04DB2 which are relatively bad results in comparing with the reference metric (blue plot), while MSEG shows better results on the other 3 datasets. On the other hand, MSEG (fig. 6 (b)) performs relative bad on 02DB2 only and better on the other 4 datasets when a vendor-free matcher (SDK) is used. This is due to the difference of the matching performance between the two algorithms. In addition, the NFIQ is involved in a prior-knowledge of matching performance, which could more probably result in a different evaluation result. The global EERs of MSEG and NFIQ obtained from 02DB2 are 0.2% and 0.12%, respectively. The global EERs obtained by samples utility are plotted via green points in each figure. The sample utility is simply an approximation of the groundtruth (with respect to the employed matcher) of the original sample [18].
The utility-based global EERs are illustrated as a reference, indicating how much the quality metric is close to the best case that one matching algorithm can obtain from a trial dataset.

Table III gives the CIs of the quality-based global EERs, which has already included the CIs obtained from the two CASIA datasets.

The global EER values obtained by each quality metrics from the CASIA datasets are presented in table II. According to the results given in table II, one can note that the proposed MSEG shows its validity in comparing with the reference quality metric. By using the matching scores of NBIS software, the global EERs obtained by MSEG are 42.30% (CASL2) and 43.20% (CASR2), while NFIQ generates 43.09% (CASL2) and 43.51% (CASR2), respectively. Likewise, the global EERs calculated with the matching scores of the SDK are 38.60% (CASL2), 35.97% (CASR2), 40.92% (CASL2) and 38.20% (CASR2), where the first two values correspond to the MSEG and the last two values belong to the NFIQ. The CIs given in table III are also consistent with these global EERs, indicating the validity of the proposed MSEG.

Meanwhile, the experimental result also shows that the MSEG is commonly available for multiple image specifications, at least the employed image types.

TABLE III: The 95% CI of the global EER of each metric.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DB</th>
<th>QM</th>
<th>NFIQ</th>
<th>MSEG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>00DB2A (NBIS)</td>
<td>0.0490</td>
<td>0.0500</td>
<td>[0.0450 0.0461]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02DB2A (NBIS)</td>
<td>0.1326</td>
<td>0.1340</td>
<td>[0.1068 0.1084]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04DB1A (NBIS)</td>
<td>0.1540</td>
<td>0.1557</td>
<td>[0.1645 0.1662]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04DB2A (NBIS)</td>
<td>0.1312</td>
<td>0.1334</td>
<td>[0.1396 0.1413]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04DB3A (NBIS)</td>
<td>0.0745</td>
<td>0.0756</td>
<td>[0.0712 0.0723]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CASL2 (NBIS)</td>
<td>0.4296</td>
<td>0.4322</td>
<td>[0.4213 0.4247]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CASR2 (NBIS)</td>
<td>0.4337</td>
<td>0.4364</td>
<td>[0.4307 0.4332]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00DB2A (SDK)</td>
<td>0.0022</td>
<td>0.0024</td>
<td>[0.0009 0.0011]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02DB2A (SDK)</td>
<td>0.0011</td>
<td>0.0013</td>
<td>[0.0019 0.0021]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04DB1A (SDK)</td>
<td>0.0266</td>
<td>0.0275</td>
<td>[0.0189 0.0196]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04DB2A (SDK)</td>
<td>0.0384</td>
<td>0.0397</td>
<td>[0.0349 0.0328]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04DB3A (SDK)</td>
<td>0.0189</td>
<td>0.0195</td>
<td>[0.0148 0.0153]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CASL2 (SDK)</td>
<td>0.4087</td>
<td>0.4097</td>
<td>[0.3856 0.3866]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CASR2 (SDK)</td>
<td>0.3815</td>
<td>0.3825</td>
<td>[0.3592 0.3603]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Second, we perform validation of the MSEG by using the auxiliary approach mentioned in section III. This kind of operation needs to perform on one dataset for each desired number. Therefore, we simply choose one database as an example to illustrate this auxiliary method. In the experiment, the 04DB1 is used since there is a dissent between two matchers, and matching performance with the original template (NoSel) of this database is far from the global EERs obtained by utility-based ES, which makes a clear illustration. The plots of the global EERs of the reduced datasets are given in fig. 7.

In fig. 7 (a) and (b), 'UtilityBoz' and 'UtilitySDK' respectively indicate global EERs' plots obtained via NBIS-based utility and SDK-based utility for each reduced template set. Obviously, by comparing the plots of the global EER values associated to the metrics, NFIQ (blue) and MSEG (red), the result is basically consistent with the ones given in fig. 6. A little bit variation appears as the desired number increased to 48 or so when calculating the global EER with NBIS matching scores. This is reasonable according to the study of NIMS [19]. In this case, with the reference quality metric and the objective measure (utility), one can found that the proposed framework is a valid solution for assessing fingerprint quality.

An implementation of the proposed framework is available online\(^2\).

V. CONCLUSION

In this study, a new framework for qualifying fingerprint image is proposed. The proposed solution achieves fusing multi-feature in the segmentation phase, which avoids coefficient problem of the weight-based combination approaches. In addition, the proposed framework shows some generalities to variant fingerprint images. Finally, this approach is not related to any prior-knowledge, which makes the evaluation more independent.

\(^2\)https://www.greyc.fr/users/zyao
The validity of the proposed framework is proved via a comparison with the reference metric. The proposed quality assessment framework also has a potential advantage in improvement by using any available feature of fingerprint segmentation. Nevertheless, it could be integrated into the other quality assessment framework with multiple features as well.
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